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Anyone who has travelled recently Anyone who has travelled recently 
would have noticed how immutable would have noticed how immutable 
life is, how easily and smoothly the life is, how easily and smoothly the 

world has slipped back into a familiar world has slipped back into a familiar 
rhythm. We eat, drink, travel and rhythm. We eat, drink, travel and 
gather once again like we have gather once again like we have 

always done, for thousands of years.always done, for thousands of years.

You’ll find me discovering Athens You’ll find me discovering Athens 
(what a wonderful and gloriously (what a wonderful and gloriously 

different city), in a day and night. I’ll different city), in a day and night. I’ll 
also be sharing my experience as a also be sharing my experience as a 

judge at the World Cheese Awards in judge at the World Cheese Awards in 
Newport, Wales. Imagine tasting over Newport, Wales. Imagine tasting over 

40 cheeses in under 3 hours!40 cheeses in under 3 hours!

We’ve got some fantastic barbecue We’ve got some fantastic barbecue 
recipes because the weather is recipes because the weather is 

sublime outdoors and lighting a fire sublime outdoors and lighting a fire 
and cooking outdoors is in our DNA. and cooking outdoors is in our DNA. 
Vegetarian or not, there are some Vegetarian or not, there are some 

fabulous recipes to fire you up.fabulous recipes to fire you up.

We’ve declassified some of our We’ve declassified some of our 
bestselling recipes – now you can bestselling recipes – now you can 

make our Caesar salad dressing or our make our Caesar salad dressing or our 
Harissa emulsion at home.Harissa emulsion at home.

Is tablescaping really a new form Is tablescaping really a new form 
of mindfulness? Learn how to Spa of mindfulness? Learn how to Spa 
with the founder of the UAE’s best, with the founder of the UAE’s best, 

homegrown spa.homegrown spa.

This and lots more in our first edition of This and lots more in our first edition of 
the year; here’s to a great 2023!the year; here’s to a great 2023!
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our caesar is
a pleaser 

Make the Jones Caesar 
salad dressing at home!

INGREDIENTS
325ml *Jones extra virgin olive oil325ml *Jones extra virgin olive oil
30g *Halen Môn smoky Dijon mustard30g *Halen Môn smoky Dijon mustard
25g *Serrats anchovy fillet25g *Serrats anchovy fillet
20g peeled garlic20g peeled garlic
20g *Burren Balsamics wild garlic white balsamic vinegar20g *Burren Balsamics wild garlic white balsamic vinegar
15g squeezed lemon juice15g squeezed lemon juice
60g *24 month Parmigiano Reggiano cheese60g *24 month Parmigiano Reggiano cheese
2 whole organic eggs2 whole organic eggs

QUICK METHOD
1. 1. Whack it all in the blender and blend on high.Whack it all in the blender and blend on high.
2. 2. Whilst blending, slowly trickle in the oil until thick  Whilst blending, slowly trickle in the oil until thick  

and creamy.and creamy.
3. 3. Add the cheese, blend again and dress it like Caesar!Add the cheese, blend again and dress it like Caesar!

Plunging your lettuce into ice-cold water helps to 
crisp and refresh the leaves, giving your salad that 
chilled, fresh crunch. Be sure to dry the leaves well 

before dressing – this helps the dressing cling to 
the leaves.

Get the ingredients on Jonesthegrocer.com
SCAN TO BUY ONLINE

E V E R Y D A Y  M E N U  F A V O U R I T E S

“CRUNCHY CROUTONS, CRISP ROMAINE 

AND RISING ABOVE IT ALL THE JONES 

CAESAR SALAD DRESSING’S TANGY UMAMI 

SALTINESS. IT’S BEEN MY GO-TO SALAD 

FOR YEARS.” GORDANA

Caesar Cardini invented his namesake Caesar Cardini invented his namesake 
salad in Mexico in 1924 because his salad in Mexico in 1924 because his 
kitchen couldn’t cope with prohibition-kitchen couldn’t cope with prohibition-
era Americans crossing the border into era Americans crossing the border into 
Mexico. He prepared it on a trolley Mexico. He prepared it on a trolley 
tableside with the first known use of an tableside with the first known use of an 
egg in a salad. Caesar Cardini’s recipe egg in a salad. Caesar Cardini’s recipe 
was brought to America and the world was brought to America and the world 
by Julia Childs who took the original by Julia Childs who took the original 
recipe from his daughter, Rosa.recipe from his daughter, Rosa.

TOP TIP

* 

MAKES APPROX MAKES APPROX 575575MLML
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Make the Jones harissa 
emulsion at home!
INGREDIENTS
2pcs dry red chillies2pcs dry red chillies
2pcs red peppers roasted2pcs red peppers roasted
25g peeled garlic25g peeled garlic
15g cumin powder15g cumin powder
2.5g *Montosco chilli flakes (to taste)2.5g *Montosco chilli flakes (to taste)
40g * Seggiano oven roasted tomatoes in olive oil40g * Seggiano oven roasted tomatoes in olive oil
250ml corn oil250ml corn oil
125ml *Jones extra virgin olive oil125ml *Jones extra virgin olive oil
5g *Mount Zero Olives pink lake salt5g *Mount Zero Olives pink lake salt

10ml lemon juice10ml lemon juice

QUICK METHOD
1. 1. Soak dry chilli in hot water.Soak dry chilli in hot water.
2. 2. Whack it all in the food processor and blend on high.Whack it all in the food processor and blend on high.
3. 3. Whilst blending, drizzle the extra virgin olive oil as the Whilst blending, drizzle the extra virgin olive oil as the 

ingredients are mixing until you arrive at a beautiful, ingredients are mixing until you arrive at a beautiful, 
slightly chunky paste. That’s it!slightly chunky paste. That’s it!

“SMOKY, NICELY SPICY SAUCE,

(THEY CALL IT EMULSION ;-))

DRIZZLED ON REALLY TENDER CHARGRILLED 

CHICKEN ON A BED OF LEMONY COUSCOUS, 

LOVE IT.” HADI 

Chilli came to Tunisia with the Chilli came to Tunisia with the 
Spanish in the 15th century. In Spanish in the 15th century. In 
Tunisian souks shoppers wait while Tunisian souks shoppers wait while 
fresh harissa is pounded with the fresh harissa is pounded with the 
simplest versions using chilli, salt simplest versions using chilli, salt 
and olive oil.and olive oil.

The Jones harissa chicken and The Jones harissa chicken and 
North African couscous has North African couscous has 
depth, complexity and aroma.depth, complexity and aroma.

E V E R Y D A Y  M E N U  F A V O U R I T E S

harissa chicken 
makes your heart 
quicken

Add your harissa emulsion to your burger mince to rev 
up your patty. Stir into mayo for a gorgeous dip. Toss 

with roasted vegetables like carrots, beetroot or squash. 
Drizzle on grilled fish or chicken before serving.

TOP TIP

Get the ingredients on Jonesthegrocer.com
SCAN TO BUY ONLINE

* 

MAKES APPROX MAKES APPROX 400400MLML
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Revealed! The Jones 
Bois Boudran recipe

The Jones wagyu burger is juicy and 

tender because it’s made from scratch and 

the patty is gently marinaded for 24 hours. 

The brioche bun is house-baked. But what 

detonates this bombshell of a burger is a 

squeeze of bois boudran sauce to bring it 

all perfectly together.

INGREDIENTS
60g 1 large shallot, chopped60g 1 large shallot, chopped
240g 3 medium tomatoes, deseeded240g 3 medium tomatoes, deseeded
and choppedand chopped
45g *Belberry San Marzano tomato ketchup45g *Belberry San Marzano tomato ketchup
30g  Worcestershire sauce30g  Worcestershire sauce
15g *La Moutarde Du Lion pommery mustard15g *La Moutarde Du Lion pommery mustard
5g *Giusti Modena aged balsamic vinegar5g *Giusti Modena aged balsamic vinegar
15g *Jones extra virgin olive oil 15g *Jones extra virgin olive oil 
1g *Montosco red chilli flakes to taste1g *Montosco red chilli flakes to taste
1g cayenne pepper to taste1g cayenne pepper to taste
12g tarragon leaves, finely chopped 12g tarragon leaves, finely chopped 

40g lemon juice40g lemon juice

METHOD
Mix everything together in a bowl and let it Mix everything together in a bowl and let it 
sit for 30 minutes so the flavours can mingle sit for 30 minutes so the flavours can mingle 
to create a flavour explosion. Serve at to create a flavour explosion. Serve at 
room temperature. You can store this in the room temperature. You can store this in the 
refrigerator until required, just make sure you refrigerator until required, just make sure you 
remove it at least 30 minutes before serving.remove it at least 30 minutes before serving.

It is rumoured that Michel Roux It is rumoured that Michel Roux 
created the bois boudran sauce created the bois boudran sauce 
for the Rothschild family as an for the Rothschild family as an 
alternative punchy, umami alternative punchy, umami 
version of traditional ketchup. version of traditional ketchup. 
Heston Blumenthal took it a step Heston Blumenthal took it a step 
further in a cookbook in 2011, further in a cookbook in 2011, 
but well before Heston it was but well before Heston it was 
already the secret sauce in the already the secret sauce in the 
Jones award-winning burger. Jones award-winning burger. 

the secret sauce
is bois boudran

Sauce your burgers, dunk your fries, dip 
your steak or salmon. Be generous! It’s super 

versatile, its the sauce that keeps giving.

TOP TIP

Get the ingredients on Jonesthegrocer.com
SCAN TO BUY ONLINE* 

E V E R Y D A Y  M E N U  F A V O U R I T E S

MAKES APPROX MAKES APPROX 400400MLML
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“I’M CARROT CAKE AND FLAT WHITE OBSESSED. 

THE CLOSEST THE JONES CARROT CAKE CAME 

TO DEFEAT WAS AT A TINY PARISIAN PATISSERIE 

THOUSANDS OF MILES AWAY. WHY BOTHER WHEN 

JONES IS RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER AND POURS 

A FANTASTIC FLAT WHITE.” HANIYA

carrot cake &
flat whites delight

Scan to view and order fresh baked 
whole cakes on jonesthegrocer.com

Historical records document a savoury Historical records document a savoury 
carrot and meat pudding from the English carrot and meat pudding from the English 
middle ages. Carrot cake as we know middle ages. Carrot cake as we know 
it was born thanks to sugar rationing it was born thanks to sugar rationing 
during the Second World War when British during the Second World War when British 
housewives were searching for new ways housewives were searching for new ways 
to bake without much sugar.to bake without much sugar.

The Jones carrot cake is a mélange The Jones carrot cake is a mélange 
of woody cinnamon, floral vanilla and of woody cinnamon, floral vanilla and 
buttery pecan nuts. It is made from buttery pecan nuts. It is made from 
scratch, down to earth, honest and scratch, down to earth, honest and 
straight forward just like a good friend. straight forward just like a good friend. 
Sliced and served with a flat white - it’s a Sliced and served with a flat white - it’s a 
match made in heaven. match made in heaven. 

E V E R Y D A Y  M E N U  F A V O U R I T E S

jonesthegrocer.com



LEARN TO BREW, 
POUR AND SERVE 
COFFEE LIKE A PRO
Tips, tricks and everything 
you need to know. At your 
nearest store.

BOOK NOW!

NUOVA SIMONELLI OSCAR II
THE MACHINE
Brewing a perfect shot of espresso requires pushing hot water Brewing a perfect shot of espresso requires pushing hot water 
forcefully through the coffee grounds to extract flavour. The higher forcefully through the coffee grounds to extract flavour. The higher 
the atmospheric or bar pressure the better the pour. A bar pressure the atmospheric or bar pressure the better the pour. A bar pressure 
of 7-15 is ideal and this machine can go right up to 15 bar.of 7-15 is ideal and this machine can go right up to 15 bar.

JONES ESPRESSO COFFEE BEANS
THE COFFEE
100% Arabica beans roasted in the Melbourne style with a soft and 100% Arabica beans roasted in the Melbourne style with a soft and 
distinctively slightly sweet lingering flavour.distinctively slightly sweet lingering flavour.

GEFU COFFEE GRINDER
THE COFFEE GROUNDS
Always use a burr grinder which crushes the beans. An espresso Always use a burr grinder which crushes the beans. An espresso 
grind is usually a fine grind but check if your machine specifies a grind is usually a fine grind but check if your machine specifies a 
different grind.different grind.

AEROLATTE MILK FOAMER
THE FROTH
The standard flat white ratio is a double shot of espresso to 2/3 The standard flat white ratio is a double shot of espresso to 2/3 
milk. Create a layer of smooth, velvety micro foam using a milk milk. Create a layer of smooth, velvety micro foam using a milk 
foamer and gently pour the milk into your coffee.foamer and gently pour the milk into your coffee.

MILKLAB
MILK FOR BARISTAS

M A S T E R C L A S S

M A S T E R C L A S Salert POUR ESPRESSO LIKE A PRO

BUY AND BREW NOW!

POUR A FLAT WHITE THE JONES WAYPOUR A FLAT WHITE THE JONES WAY
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extract a near perfect cylinder like  extract a near perfect cylinder like  
an expert surgeon. an expert surgeon. 

One sharp cheddar produced a tingling One sharp cheddar produced a tingling 
sensation, another tiny beads of sweat sensation, another tiny beads of sweat 
and strange downward sensations on and strange downward sensations on 
my spine. A very strong blue raised my my spine. A very strong blue raised my 
heart rate and left a temporary numbing heart rate and left a temporary numbing 
sensation on my tongue. All classic sensation on my tongue. All classic 
examples of an Autonomous Sensory examples of an Autonomous Sensory 
Meridian Response (ASMR). Meridian Response (ASMR). 

We awarded 3 gold medals, 2 silver We awarded 3 gold medals, 2 silver 
medals and 3 bronze medals and it medals and 3 bronze medals and it 
was never lost on us what these medals was never lost on us what these medals 
meant for the artisan cheesemaker and meant for the artisan cheesemaker and 
their craft. We felt a deep bond to the their craft. We felt a deep bond to the 
cheesemakers, to each other and to cheesemakers, to each other and to 
our task.our task.

W O R L D  C H E E S E  A W A R D S

JUDGING THE WORLD’S BEST CHEESES IS A WONDERFUL 
SENSORY EXPERIENCE, BY YUNIB SIDDIQUI

I was excited and honoured when my I was excited and honoured when my 
invitation arrived. I know my cheese, invitation arrived. I know my cheese, 
but I had never imagined being a judge but I had never imagined being a judge 
at the Oscars of cheese, at the World at the Oscars of cheese, at the World 
Cheese Awards. Cheese Awards. 

My feelings dissipated into trepidation My feelings dissipated into trepidation 
when I read joining instructions asking when I read joining instructions asking 
judges to carry their white lab coat and judges to carry their white lab coat and 
cheese iron. Cheese iron? Lab coat? cheese iron. Cheese iron? Lab coat? 
Why did I need these? ‘A cheese iron Why did I need these? ‘A cheese iron 
is a cheese connoisseur’s essential is a cheese connoisseur’s essential 
tool’ said the website I purchased a tool’ said the website I purchased a 
cheese iron from. Umm, how come cheese iron from. Umm, how come 
I had never used one? My newly-I had never used one? My newly-
tailored monogrammed lab coat felt tailored monogrammed lab coat felt 
snug but failed to convey any cheese snug but failed to convey any cheese 
superpowers. A week later, still given to superpowers. A week later, still given to 
bouts of self doubt, rain-drenched and bouts of self doubt, rain-drenched and 
cold, I walked into the International cold, I walked into the International 
Convention Centre in Newport, Wales.Convention Centre in Newport, Wales.

A record breaking 4,400 artisan cheeses A record breaking 4,400 artisan cheeses 
from 42 countries entered the World from 42 countries entered the World 
Cheese Awards including cheeses from Cheese Awards including cheeses from 
Ukraine, from where the event was Ukraine, from where the event was 
moved to Newport this year. A fenced moved to Newport this year. A fenced 
in judging area was at the centre of a in judging area was at the centre of a 
bright and buzzy hall as cold as one of bright and buzzy hall as cold as one of 
our cheese rooms to keep the cheeses our cheese rooms to keep the cheeses 
fresh. An alluring cheese stink wafted in fresh. An alluring cheese stink wafted in 
the frigid air.  the frigid air.  

Each cheese was numbered and Each cheese was numbered and 
laid out by type of cheese (hard, laid out by type of cheese (hard, 
medium, soft), type of milk (cow, ewe medium, soft), type of milk (cow, ewe 
or goat) over a hundred long tables. or goat) over a hundred long tables. 
The cheeses were provenanced with The cheeses were provenanced with 
specific cheese making notes such as specific cheese making notes such as 
ageing without naming the maker or ageing without naming the maker or 
their country of origin.their country of origin.

My fellow judges were Catherine Mead, My fellow judges were Catherine Mead, 
a veteran judge and super gold winning a veteran judge and super gold winning 
cheesemaker of the Cornish Yarg, which cheesemaker of the Cornish Yarg, which 
is one of Jones the Grocer’s best-selling is one of Jones the Grocer’s best-selling 
cheeses. And Julia Spahr, a Swiss cheeses. And Julia Spahr, a Swiss 
cheese journalist. We were equipped cheese journalist. We were equipped 
with water, thin slices of Granny Smith with water, thin slices of Granny Smith 

B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S at the World Cheese Awards
apple to cleanse our palate and a apple to cleanse our palate and a 
digital tablet to record our scores for digital tablet to record our scores for 
the 43 cheeses on our judging table. the 43 cheeses on our judging table. 
Yes! You read that right!Yes! You read that right!

Catherine took charge almost instantly. Catherine took charge almost instantly. 
She commandeered our digital tablet She commandeered our digital tablet 
and went through the rules with us. and went through the rules with us. 

We were to score on texture, aroma, We were to score on texture, aroma, 
appearance and taste, with taste appearance and taste, with taste 
carrying the most weight. We had to carrying the most weight. We had to 
have consensus on our scores before have consensus on our scores before 
entering them on our tablet and we entering them on our tablet and we 
had three hours to taste and judge all had three hours to taste and judge all 
43 cheeses. 43 cheeses. 

And so began our cheese odyssey. And so began our cheese odyssey. 
Even though we did not know where Even though we did not know where 
the cheese came from, we sometimes the cheese came from, we sometimes 
guessed from the cheese’s name, its guessed from the cheese’s name, its 
appellation stamp, or its markings like appellation stamp, or its markings like 
the unique cross thatch markings on a the unique cross thatch markings on a 
Manchego’s rind. We tasted, sniffed, Manchego’s rind. We tasted, sniffed, 
debated and scored. I befriended  debated and scored. I befriended  
my cheese iron, inserting it into the my cheese iron, inserting it into the 
meaty side of a caramelly gouda to meaty side of a caramelly gouda to 

4,400 ARTISAN CHEESES FROM 

42 COUNTRIES ENTERED THE 

WORLD CHEESE AWARDS…

ONE SHARP CHEDDAR 

PRODUCED A TINGLING 

SENSATION, ANOTHER TINY 

BEADS OF SWEAT…

I BEFRIENDED MY CHEESE 

IRON, INSERTING IT INTO THE 

MEATY SIDE OF A CARAMELLY 

GOUDA TO EXTRACT A NEAR 

PERFECT CYLINDER LIKE AN 

EXPERT SURGEON.

Left to Right:Left to Right:
Yunib Siddiqui & Catherine Mead  Yunib Siddiqui & Catherine Mead  

MY FAVOURITE CHEESE
AT THE WORLD
CHEESE AWARDS 

A cow’s milk cheese from Japan A cow’s milk cheese from Japan 
which came with the maker’s note which came with the maker’s note 
that he had made this cheese that he had made this cheese 
only because he wanted to have only because he wanted to have 
a beautiful cheese to pair with a beautiful cheese to pair with 
his sake. It was marinated in soya his sake. It was marinated in soya 
sauce, rice wine and had a lovely sauce, rice wine and had a lovely 
meaty, umami flavour. It was a meaty, umami flavour. It was a 
complete surprise. We awarded it complete surprise. We awarded it 
a bronze.  a bronze.  

jonesthegrocer.com



W O R L D  C H E E S E  A W A R D S

WHEN MY CHEESE LOVE 
BEGAN
At a boarding school in Southwest At a boarding school in Southwest 
England, I discovered the Ploughman’s England, I discovered the Ploughman’s 
Lunch. I’d never imagined that bread, Lunch. I’d never imagined that bread, 
cheese (often farmhouse cheddar but cheese (often farmhouse cheddar but 
sometimes a blue), fruit and a pickle sometimes a blue), fruit and a pickle 
could be so hearty and deliciously could be so hearty and deliciously 
satisfying. It was the start of a satisfying. It was the start of a 
compelling affair with artisan cheese. compelling affair with artisan cheese. 

MY FIRST CHEESE MEMORY
Growing up in Karachi in the seventies my earliest memory of cheese is a Growing up in Karachi in the seventies my earliest memory of cheese is a 
deep yellow processed cheddar packaged in an iconic blue Kraft tin. My deep yellow processed cheddar packaged in an iconic blue Kraft tin. My 
mother would carefully cut the tin with a can opener, prise the jagged lid up mother would carefully cut the tin with a can opener, prise the jagged lid up 
and tip out the golden cheddar on a plate while I watched in anticipation. and tip out the golden cheddar on a plate while I watched in anticipation. 
It was salty, tangy, slightly chewy and felt precious because we hardly ever It was salty, tangy, slightly chewy and felt precious because we hardly ever 
found it in the shops. found it in the shops. 

All the gold medal awardees went on All the gold medal awardees went on 
to the super gold championship which to the super gold championship which 
is the grand finale of the World Cheese is the grand finale of the World Cheese 
Awards where a panel of judges choose Awards where a panel of judges choose 
the world’s best cheese. This year’s super the world’s best cheese. This year’s super 
gold winner was a Gruyère AOP made in gold winner was a Gruyère AOP made in 
the canton of Bern. The producer makes the canton of Bern. The producer makes 
just 6 to 7 wheels a day using milk from just 6 to 7 wheels a day using milk from 
eight nearby farmers and their cows.eight nearby farmers and their cows.

Later that afternoon as I walked to my Later that afternoon as I walked to my 
hotel room, sunshine streamed from a hotel room, sunshine streamed from a 
rift in the clouds. The flags outside the rift in the clouds. The flags outside the 
convention centre fluttered wildly. My self-convention centre fluttered wildly. My self-
doubt had turned into a soft, confident doubt had turned into a soft, confident 
glow. I was thinking of a cheesemaker’s glow. I was thinking of a cheesemaker’s 
alchemic art and looking towards the alchemic art and looking towards the 
horizon I saw a double rainbow arching horizon I saw a double rainbow arching 
upwards into a quilted sky.upwards into a quilted sky.
  

Yunib Siddiqui is the CEO of Jones Yunib Siddiqui is the CEO of Jones 
 the Grocer the Grocer

A star spangled,
celebrity cheese board
INCREDIBLE, MEDAL WINNING CHEESES 

AVAILABLE FROM THE JONES CHEESE ROOM

SHOP OUR 
MEDAL WINNING 
CHEESES NOW!

• Parmigiano Reggiano, 24 month aged
• Jones luxury mixed nuts
• Asterisk Kitchen fennel & thyme lavosh
• Manchego, 12 month aged

• Bella Cerignola olives
• Yarra Valley Persian feta in fine herbs
• Veal chorizo
• Tartuflanghe white truffle honey

• Shropshire blue
• Seggiano baked 

Calabrian fig ball
• Paxton & Whitfield quince 

and apple confit
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A DAY AND NIGHT

Under Athens’ streets four millennia of history are buried in layers like filo pastry.Under Athens’ streets four millennia of history are buried in layers like filo pastry.
One expects this ancient city to be baroque like Rome with broad avenues One expects this ancient city to be baroque like Rome with broad avenues 
and grand squares. Strike down those preconceptions! Athens is a mish mash of and grand squares. Strike down those preconceptions! Athens is a mish mash of 
brutalist concrete buildings with flashes of neoclassical brilliance. It jostles ancient brutalist concrete buildings with flashes of neoclassical brilliance. It jostles ancient 
and modern, east and west, and it is alluring like an insouciant and erudite rogue. and modern, east and west, and it is alluring like an insouciant and erudite rogue. 
Experiencing Athens in one day and night is a big ask but here’s how we did it.Experiencing Athens in one day and night is a big ask but here’s how we did it.

8:00AM CHECK IN TO THE CHIC 
XENODOCHEIO MILOS HOTEL

Located in the heart of Athens in a recently restored Located in the heart of Athens in a recently restored 
neoclassical building, a few minutes’ walk from neoclassical building, a few minutes’ walk from 
Syntagna Square, the 43-room Milos Hotel is intimate, Syntagna Square, the 43-room Milos Hotel is intimate, 
modern, and attentively staffed. The rooms are modern, and attentively staffed. The rooms are 
spacious, the shower restorative, the toiletries divine spacious, the shower restorative, the toiletries divine 
(more on them later), and the sumptuously pillowed (more on them later), and the sumptuously pillowed 
bed is blessed by Hypnos, the Greek god of sleep. Be bed is blessed by Hypnos, the Greek god of sleep. Be 
sure to get some breakfast, in particular Anari cheese sure to get some breakfast, in particular Anari cheese 
with Greek honey, figs, olives and fresh fruit at the with Greek honey, figs, olives and fresh fruit at the 
Milos restaurant which doubles up as an acclaimed Milos restaurant which doubles up as an acclaimed 
Mediterranean restaurant in the evening.Mediterranean restaurant in the evening.

xenodocheiomilos.comxenodocheiomilos.com

9:30AM A GUIDED TOUR OF THE 
PARTHENON AND THE AGORA

A short cab ride or a 20-minute walk from the Milos A short cab ride or a 20-minute walk from the Milos 
Hotel is the rocky hill of Acropolis and the temples of Hotel is the rocky hill of Acropolis and the temples of 
Parthenon which rise above modern Athens like an Parthenon which rise above modern Athens like an 
ancient guardian spirit. The climb is steep in places ancient guardian spirit. The climb is steep in places 
along worn cobbled paths and steps, but the views along worn cobbled paths and steps, but the views 
are stunning. Close your eyes and imagine the are stunning. Close your eyes and imagine the 
statue of Athena in ivory and cypress wood rising statue of Athena in ivory and cypress wood rising 
some 40ft in the main temple of Parthenon amongst some 40ft in the main temple of Parthenon amongst 
the whalebone ruins. Walk ten minutes from the the whalebone ruins. Walk ten minutes from the 
Acropolis to the Agora or marketplace where ancient Acropolis to the Agora or marketplace where ancient 
Athenians gathered in the Stoa to sell fruit, clothes, Athenians gathered in the Stoa to sell fruit, clothes, 
pottery, shoes and more - in a sense the first modern pottery, shoes and more - in a sense the first modern 
shopping centre. There are temples, workmen’s shopping centre. There are temples, workmen’s 
houses, and gardens to walk through. As you leave houses, and gardens to walk through. As you leave 
follow the railway line about 100 meters east, follow the railway line about 100 meters east, 
adjacent to the exit, to see an excavation site where adjacent to the exit, to see an excavation site where 
Athens and its layers are exposed below its topsoil.  Athens and its layers are exposed below its topsoil.  

Skip the queues; book combined entry tickets online. Skip the queues; book combined entry tickets online. 
Hire an experienced tour guide to propel yourself Hire an experienced tour guide to propel yourself 
back in time; we used withlocals.com.back in time; we used withlocals.com.

acropolis-greece.comacropolis-greece.com

in Athensin Athens
T R A V E L
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2:30PM LATE LUNCH IS 
A SPICY SOUVLAKI 
Stroll back slowly from the Stroll back slowly from the 
Agora imbibing Athens and its Agora imbibing Athens and its 
streets setting Google Maps to streets setting Google Maps to 
take you back to Milos Hotel take you back to Milos Hotel 
via Agia Irini Square and then via Agia Irini Square and then 
Syntagma Square. In Agia Irini Syntagma Square. In Agia Irini 
square look out for Kostas, a tiny square look out for Kostas, a tiny 
souvlaki joint serving sublime souvlaki joint serving sublime 
spicy beef souvlaki.spicy beef souvlaki.

3:45 PM CHANGING 
OF THE GUARDS IN 
SYNTAGMA SQUARE  
In Syntagma Square climb In Syntagma Square climb 
the steps to the Greek the steps to the Greek 
parliament and wait for the parliament and wait for the 
clock to strike 4:00pm. Watch clock to strike 4:00pm. Watch 
the hourly and intricately the hourly and intricately 
choreographed changing of choreographed changing of 
guard ceremony.guard ceremony.

4:30PM ANCIENT 
GREEK SANDALS 
FOR THE FEMME 
FOOTALE
The beautifully appointed The beautifully appointed 
Ancient Greek Sandals Ancient Greek Sandals 
flagship store on Kolokotroni flagship store on Kolokotroni 
Street is a couple of blocks Street is a couple of blocks 
away from Milos Hotel. Slip away from Milos Hotel. Slip 
your feet into sexy and sassy your feet into sexy and sassy 
leather slippers or sandals. leather slippers or sandals. 
One pair is not enough.One pair is not enough.

ancient-greek-sandals.comancient-greek-sandals.com

5:30PM  THE NAXOS APOTHECARY
It’s almost next door to the Milos Hotel in an old army building, its windows revealing a white tiled It’s almost next door to the Milos Hotel in an old army building, its windows revealing a white tiled 
airy interior with black strutted wooden shelves lined with herb-filled ceramic jars. A laboratory-airy interior with black strutted wooden shelves lined with herb-filled ceramic jars. A laboratory-
like room combines homeopathy and phytotherapy with Greek herbs and natural cosmetics. like room combines homeopathy and phytotherapy with Greek herbs and natural cosmetics. 
They’re the Milos Hotel’s toiletries of choice and we particularly loved the Koronos Body Oil They’re the Milos Hotel’s toiletries of choice and we particularly loved the Koronos Body Oil 
with Ficus-Indica fruit extract. Be sure to test their eau de parfums; they’re intense, herbal and with Ficus-Indica fruit extract. Be sure to test their eau de parfums; they’re intense, herbal and 
beautifully presented.beautifully presented.

thenaxosapothecary.comthenaxosapothecary.com

6:45PM  APERITIFS AT BARSTRONOMY 
Refreshed and Invigorated by a fantastic shower and Naxos’s herbal potions, pop into a cosy Refreshed and Invigorated by a fantastic shower and Naxos’s herbal potions, pop into a cosy 
alley, literally in the bosom of the Milos Hotel where the hip bartenders at Barstronomy shake an alley, literally in the bosom of the Milos Hotel where the hip bartenders at Barstronomy shake an 
array of classic cocktails in a throbbing kitschy art-deco space. array of classic cocktails in a throbbing kitschy art-deco space. 

42barstronomy.gr42barstronomy.gr

8:15PM  DINNER AT THE HOTEL GRANDE 
BRETAGNE ROOFTOP
Built in 1824, this elegant and storied property sits on the edge Built in 1824, this elegant and storied property sits on the edge 
of Syntagma Square. The Grand Bretagne’s Roof Garden of Syntagma Square. The Grand Bretagne’s Roof Garden 
Restaurant practically hums with old world charm and Restaurant practically hums with old world charm and 
elegance. The menu is perfectly executed, seafood being the elegance. The menu is perfectly executed, seafood being the 
superstar. The charcoal grilled cod with calamari risotto and superstar. The charcoal grilled cod with calamari risotto and 
garlic foam was an outright winner. Linger over cocktails and garlic foam was an outright winner. Linger over cocktails and 
take in glorious views of The Acropolis, the Parthenon as well as take in glorious views of The Acropolis, the Parthenon as well as 
Lycabettus hill and the Doric Greek Parliament.Lycabettus hill and the Doric Greek Parliament.

In summer you’ll be just in time to catch the sun dipping behind In summer you’ll be just in time to catch the sun dipping behind 
the Acropolis into the Aegean Sea. If its winter, then go to the the Acropolis into the Aegean Sea. If its winter, then go to the 
Grand Bretagne first and settle for a digestive at Barstronomy.Grand Bretagne first and settle for a digestive at Barstronomy.

www.gbroofgarden.grwww.gbroofgarden.gr

10:45PM  THE MILOS HOTEL
Sink into sleep in a bed fit for kings and queens.   Sink into sleep in a bed fit for kings and queens.   

T R A V E L
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Follow the same recipe as for a soft 
boiled egg below but set your timer 
for ten minutes. 

HARD BOILED EGGS

Bring water to boil in a deep 
pan and carefully lower eggs. 
Cook for 6-7 minutes. Transfer 
eggs to a bowl of chilled water 
for 2 minutes. Crack and peel.

SOFT BOILED EGGS

Heat pan on medium-high heat, 
melt butter, crack egg and fry 
for 2-3 minutes until the white 
is opaque and completely set. 
Carefully transfer to a plate with a 
thin edged spoon.

SUNNY SIDE UP

Crack three eggs into a medium 
heat pan with a knob of good 
butter. Gently sweep the mixture 
with a rubber spatula for a minute 
and add a tablespoon of creme 
fraiche. Sweep the mixture for 
another minute or so until the eggs 
begin to set but are still creamy 
and velvety. Transfer to a plate 
and garnish with chopped chives. 

SCRAMBLED EGGS

H O W  T O

POACHED EGGS
Add a litre of water to a deep pan, a 
tablespoon of distilled white vinegar and 
a teaspoon of salt. Bring water to a gentle 
simmer. Crack an egg gently into a small 
ramekin. Hold the ramekin close to the 
simmering water and turn it in. Cook for 5 
minutes and remove with a slotted spoon. 

EGG MUST-HAVES
 good non-stick pan
 slotted spoon
 rubber spatula
 a flat, thin edged  

turning spoon

make perfect make perfect eggseggs

GOOD BUTTER
 MAKES EGGS BETTER
Good butter makes eggs soft, creamy 
and delicious. We love The Estate 
Dairy Butter because it is ‘cultured’, 
meaning the full cream is treated with 
cultures (like yoghurt) allowing it to 
ferment before it is churned. It has a 
full rich flavour due to its high butterfat 
content and a slight acidity and 
tanginess due to the fermentation.

WATCH & LEARN
How to make perfect eggs

 PURE
PLEASURE
Poached egg with 
seasoning and chilli 
flakes on a buttered 
english muffin. Jones 
bakes its english 
muffins in house 
everyday.

BOILED EGGS ARE BETTER WITH 
OLDER EGGS, EGGS THAT ARE 
ALMOST AT THE END OF THEIR 

FRIDGE LIVES.

TOP TIP

Make it ‘over easy’ by 
flipping over with a thin 
edged turning spoon and 
cook for another minute. 

**

P E R F E C T  E G G S

jonesthegrocer.com



JUST WHOLEFOODS IS SOOOOO GOOD…
[ORGANIC, VEGAN, 
GLUTEN-FREE AND
TOP-NOTCH DELICIOUS]

Exclusively at your 

nearest

Jones the Grocer

PLANT-BASED FRUITY GUMMIES WITH 
DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER, IDEAL KIDS' 
LUNCH BOX TREATS!

CUMIN AND CORIANDER SPICED VEGAN 
FALAFELS. MAKE THEM LIKE A PRO

STAND-OUT HEARTY VEGAN SOUPS

GOOEY OAT FLOUR 
CHOCOLATE BROWNIE BITES 

MOREISH PLANT-BASED OAT & 
RAISIN ORGANIC FLAPJACKS

PLANT-BASED GUMMY 
BEARS WITH A SOUR KICK

EASY PEASY, LOVELY AND 
FLUFFY PANCAKES

ORGANIC, WHOLEMEAL 
BREADCRUMBS 

ADORABLE, VEGAN 
GUMMY HEDGEHOGS

Scan to view and buy these goodies

J U S T  W H O L E F O O D S
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Tablescaping can also be a long, contemplative process, Tablescaping can also be a long, contemplative process, 
often so immersive that Houda Dabboussi, a Dubai based often so immersive that Houda Dabboussi, a Dubai based 
c-suite executive and hobby tablescaper, considers it a c-suite executive and hobby tablescaper, considers it a 
form of meditation. ‘I love arranging my table with beautiful form of meditation. ‘I love arranging my table with beautiful 
accessories, flowers and candles while giving considerable accessories, flowers and candles while giving considerable 
attention to each place setting so it is special for every guest.’ attention to each place setting so it is special for every guest.’ 

Rather than rushing for the food, a swoon-worthy table is an Rather than rushing for the food, a swoon-worthy table is an 
object of aesthetic beauty which becomes an instant talking object of aesthetic beauty which becomes an instant talking 
point. Tablescaping for her family of four’s weekend dinners point. Tablescaping for her family of four’s weekend dinners 
makes Houda Dabboussi feel that she ‘can create special makes Houda Dabboussi feel that she ‘can create special 
moments without big occasions.’moments without big occasions.’

Rasha Badran stumbled into tablescaping after her friends Rasha Badran stumbled into tablescaping after her friends 
couldn’t stop gushing over an Italian themed dinner she had couldn’t stop gushing over an Italian themed dinner she had 
planned a few years ago. With two young children it wasn’t planned a few years ago. With two young children it wasn’t 
easy to pursue her passion professionally but she persevered easy to pursue her passion professionally but she persevered 
and eventually launched The Purple Chair. and eventually launched The Purple Chair. 

‘Travelling to unique locations every summer and working ‘Travelling to unique locations every summer and working 
outside my comfort zone is thrilling! I am lucky to have had outside my comfort zone is thrilling! I am lucky to have had 
opportunities to work in beautiful historical venues and dress opportunities to work in beautiful historical venues and dress 
the table with a nod to their past’ says Rasha.the table with a nod to their past’ says Rasha.

The earliest decorative tableaus were 
perhaps created by the Golden Age Dutch 
painters such as Floris Van Dijck, Pieter Claesz 
and Abraham van Beijeren. Their still life 
paintings depicted sumptuous tableaus with 
exotic fruit piled in pewter bowls, shimmering 
oysters and fleshy lobsters on bone china 
platters, Venetian water goblets, butter knives 
with ivory handles and cheese wheels lavishly 
laid out on a gold accented tablecloth. 
The Dutch masters were composing these 
tables to portray a Golden Age of style and 
newfound prosperity. 

Fast forward four centuries and you might find yourself seated Fast forward four centuries and you might find yourself seated 
at a lush dinner table with a stream of meandering white at a lush dinner table with a stream of meandering white 
roses, geometric bowls and vessels, layered dinner plates, and roses, geometric bowls and vessels, layered dinner plates, and 
towering candelabras with flickering church candles. Like a towering candelabras with flickering church candles. Like a 
Golden Age still-life, today’s tablescaper constructs a mood Golden Age still-life, today’s tablescaper constructs a mood 
which depicts a sense of style, creativity, luxury, and personal which depicts a sense of style, creativity, luxury, and personal 
interests. interests. 

Decorating a table might seem easy but it requires skill and Decorating a table might seem easy but it requires skill and 
passion, it needs an anticipation of both the host and the passion, it needs an anticipation of both the host and the 
diner’s experience. ‘The beauty of tablescaping is that it will diner’s experience. ‘The beauty of tablescaping is that it will 
elevate your guest’s experience and give the host a chance elevate your guest’s experience and give the host a chance 
to add their personal touch through colour, texture and food to add their personal touch through colour, texture and food 
presentation’ says Rasha Badran, an avid tablescaper, and presentation’ says Rasha Badran, an avid tablescaper, and 
founder of her event company, The Purple Chair, in Dubai.  founder of her event company, The Purple Chair, in Dubai.  

A WEDDING TABLESCAPE, BY THE PURPLE CHAIR

TABLESCAPE BY THE PURPLE CHAIR

JONES ON PALM WEST BEACH

TABLESCAPING 
IS MORE THAN 
JUST A HOBBY,it's an art form

T A B L E S C A P I N G

LIKE A GOLDEN AGE STILL-LIFE, TODAY’S 

TABLESCAPER CONSTRUCTS A MOOD WHICH 

DEPICTS A SENSE OF STYLE, CREATIVITY, 

LUXURY, AND PERSONAL INTERESTS.

STILL LIFE, PIETER CLAESZ, CIRCA 1625

jonesthegrocer.com



Rasha Badran suggests embracing a location, rather than Rasha Badran suggests embracing a location, rather than 
changing it. Nautical elements such as rope, sand, and changing it. Nautical elements such as rope, sand, and 
sundials might be perfect decorative accessories for a sundials might be perfect decorative accessories for a 
beach house or for a host who loves the high seas.beach house or for a host who loves the high seas.

While understanding the host’s or the guest’s hobbies or While understanding the host’s or the guest’s hobbies or 
passions go a long way towards creating something really passions go a long way towards creating something really 
personal and special, the type of food matters too. If it’s personal and special, the type of food matters too. If it’s 
Italian, the table could be in baroque or renaissance style Italian, the table could be in baroque or renaissance style 
with a chiaroscuro mood. Tablescaping, whether a hobby with a chiaroscuro mood. Tablescaping, whether a hobby 
or profession, is an expression of style and personality, an or profession, is an expression of style and personality, an 
elaborate, meditative composition which brings together elaborate, meditative composition which brings together 
people, place and food. people, place and food. 

Though centuries apart, the Golden Age Dutch Masters Though centuries apart, the Golden Age Dutch Masters 
and today’s tablescapers echo a stylised, globally and today’s tablescapers echo a stylised, globally 
influenced epicurean sensibility reflective of their eras.influenced epicurean sensibility reflective of their eras.

TABLESCAPING FOR HER FAMILY OF 

FOUR’S WEEKEND DINNERS MAKES 

HOUDA DABBOUSSI FEEL THAT SHE 

“CAN CREATE SPECIAL MOMENTS 

WITHOUT BIG OCCASIONS.”

TABLESCAPE BY THE PURPLE CHAIR

JONES ON PALM WEST BEACH

• • Layer textures and designs. Be bold! Layer textures and designs. Be bold! 

• • Mix up platters; both size and design Mix up platters; both size and design 

• • Eclectic serving bowls make good conversation Eclectic serving bowls make good conversation 

• • Use lots of candles, candlestands and votivesUse lots of candles, candlestands and votives

• • Get creative with flowers, leaves and frondsGet creative with flowers, leaves and fronds

• • Choose your napkins and napkin rings carefully Choose your napkins and napkin rings carefully 

“Jones is my go-to place for a cosy, “Jones is my go-to place for a cosy, 
good food experience. I live on the good food experience. I live on the 
Palm and I’m often at West Beach Palm and I’m often at West Beach 
to enjoy the sunset, have good to enjoy the sunset, have good 
conversations with friends or simply conversations with friends or simply 
to escape and work.”to escape and work.”

RASHA BADRAN’S
TOP TABLESCAPING TIPS

RASHA LOVES JONES ON

PALM WEST BEACH

Get in touch with Rasha Badran at The Purple 
Chair on thepurplechair.com 

T A B L E S C A P I N G
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B A R B E C U E  B E S T I E S

grilled cauliflower & 
jumbo prawns with 
chimichurri sauce

CHIMICHURRI SAUCECHIMICHURRI SAUCE

INGREDIENTSINGREDIENTS
50g parsley leaves and tender stems50g parsley leaves and tender stems

15g garlic cloves, minced15g garlic cloves, minced

40g shallots40g shallots

5g *Mount Zero Olives pink lake salt5g *Mount Zero Olives pink lake salt

1 jalapeño or fresno chilli pepper, finely 1 jalapeño or fresno chilli pepper, finely 
choppedchopped

120g *Jones extra virgin olive oil120g *Jones extra virgin olive oil

80g *Burren Balsamics white garlic 80g *Burren Balsamics white garlic 
balsamic vinegarbalsamic vinegar

*Maldon salt for seasoning*Maldon salt for seasoning

QUICK METHODQUICK METHOD
• • Add garlic and shallots to the bowl of a Add garlic and shallots to the bowl of a 

food processor (or blender), and then food processor (or blender), and then 
pulse until minced. pulse until minced. 

• • Add the parsley, salt and jalapeño or Add the parsley, salt and jalapeño or 
fresno chilli. Pulse until the parsley is fresno chilli. Pulse until the parsley is 
chopped small. chopped small. 

• • Scrape the sides down, and then pour Scrape the sides down, and then pour 
in the olive oil and Burren vinegar. Pulse in the olive oil and Burren vinegar. Pulse 
a few more times until the sauce comes a few more times until the sauce comes 
together. Taste and season with more together. Taste and season with more 
salt or chilli if needed.salt or chilli if needed.

• • Let the sauce stand at room temperature Let the sauce stand at room temperature 
for 20 minutes before using. If you wish for 20 minutes before using. If you wish 
to use it later, it can be refrigerated to use it later, it can be refrigerated 
for a few days but you may notice the for a few days but you may notice the 
parsley dulling slightly in colour. parsley dulling slightly in colour. 

TO TO 
BARBECUEBARBECUE

The Cauliflower The Cauliflower 
Slice one large cauliflower head in half, Slice one large cauliflower head in half, 
brush with olive oil and season with salt. brush with olive oil and season with salt. 

Char on medium heat for 2-3 minutes on Char on medium heat for 2-3 minutes on 
each side. Brush each cauliflower steak with each side. Brush each cauliflower steak with 

chimichurri sauce and serve.chimichurri sauce and serve.

The King PrawnsThe King Prawns
Brush them with olive oil, squeeze some Brush them with olive oil, squeeze some 

lemon juice, season and grill on medium lemon juice, season and grill on medium 
heat using wooden skewers. Once heat using wooden skewers. Once 

opaque, drizzle over with chimichurri opaque, drizzle over with chimichurri 
sauce and serve.sauce and serve.

Scan to view and buy ingredients. 
Visit jonesthegrocer.com to 
discover more. * 

MAKES APPROX MAKES APPROX 300300MLML

jonesthegrocer.com



fermented red
chilli sriracha
lamb chops & okra

B A R B E C U E  B E S T I E S

HONEY GLAZED HONEY GLAZED 
FERMENTED RED FERMENTED RED 
SRIRACHA MARINADESRIRACHA MARINADE

INGREDIENTSINGREDIENTS
60g *Grecious thyme honey 60g *Grecious thyme honey 

20g garlic cloves20g garlic cloves

7g *Mount Zero Olives pink lake salt7g *Mount Zero Olives pink lake salt

10g cornstarch10g cornstarch

10g coriander powder10g coriander powder

30g coriander, washed & chopped30g coriander, washed & chopped

60g *Agri fermented red sriracha60g *Agri fermented red sriracha

QUICK METHODQUICK METHOD
• • Blend all the ingredients together Blend all the ingredients together 

into a rough paste minus the Agri into a rough paste minus the Agri 
fermented red sriracha.fermented red sriracha.

• • Stir in the Agri fermented red sriracha Stir in the Agri fermented red sriracha 
into the blended paste. The marinade into the blended paste. The marinade 
is now ready to be brushed over your is now ready to be brushed over your 
lamb chops and okra.lamb chops and okra.

TO TO 
BARBECUEBARBECUE

The Okra The Okra 
Thread the okra through wooden Thread the okra through wooden 
skewers and brush lightly with the skewers and brush lightly with the 

fermented sriracha marinade. Grill until fermented sriracha marinade. Grill until 
the okra skin starts to char and carmelise. the okra skin starts to char and carmelise. 

Turn to cook evenly and serve.Turn to cook evenly and serve.

The Lamb ChopsThe Lamb Chops
Brush the chops with the fermented Brush the chops with the fermented 

sriracha marinade. Grill for 3-4 sriracha marinade. Grill for 3-4 
minutes on each side and minutes on each side and 

serve.serve.

 BECOME A BBQ MASTER    BECOME A BBQ MASTER   

• • A clean grill makes all the differenceA clean grill makes all the difference

• • Marinate your meats in flavoursome rubs. Marinate your meats in flavoursome rubs. 
The longer the meat is left to marinate, The longer the meat is left to marinate, 
the betterthe better

• • Resting the meat after coming off the grill Resting the meat after coming off the grill 
ensures top flavourensures top flavour

Scan to view and buy ingredients. 
Visit jonesthegrocer.com to 
discover more. * 

MAKES APPROX MAKES APPROX 200200MLML
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B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S

MEET OUR ARTISANCheese Makers
OLD GROENDAL

CHIRIBOGA BLUE

THE DEWEER FAMILY

ARTURO CHIRIBOGA

Johan Deweer grew up on his family’s mixed-use Dutch Johan Deweer grew up on his family’s mixed-use Dutch 
farm. He is a generational farmer. In 1987 he took over farm. He is a generational farmer. In 1987 he took over 
leadership of the farm, and after studying cheesemaking leadership of the farm, and after studying cheesemaking 
in New Zealand, he and his wife made the decision to in New Zealand, he and his wife made the decision to 
transition the farm into a full time, cheese producing transition the farm into a full time, cheese producing 
dairy. Now, their son Louis-Philippe has joined the family dairy. Now, their son Louis-Philippe has joined the family 
business, becoming the fourth-generation cheesemaker business, becoming the fourth-generation cheesemaker 
in the family.in the family.

The Deweer family keeps a close relationship with their The Deweer family keeps a close relationship with their 
dairy farming neighbours, sourcing the best milk available dairy farming neighbours, sourcing the best milk available 
to them. This milk is made into Old Groendal using to them. This milk is made into Old Groendal using 
traditional Gouda methods which involves ageing it for traditional Gouda methods which involves ageing it for 
18 months. Their practices have led them to win World 18 months. Their practices have led them to win World 
Cheese Awards year after year! Old Groendal veers Cheese Awards year after year! Old Groendal veers 
more towards cocoa and malted notes rather than the more towards cocoa and malted notes rather than the 
classic caramel flavor. Its long-lasting finish is reminiscent classic caramel flavor. Its long-lasting finish is reminiscent 
of liqueur-soaked cherries. The texture is moist and creamy of liqueur-soaked cherries. The texture is moist and creamy 
for a cheese of its age with flaky, caramel-like crystals for a cheese of its age with flaky, caramel-like crystals 
dispersed through this lovely cheese.dispersed through this lovely cheese.

Chiriboga Blue is named after its “inventor,” Ecuador-born Chiriboga Blue is named after its “inventor,” Ecuador-born 
cheesemaker Arturo Chiriboga. He started his cheese cheesemaker Arturo Chiriboga. He started his cheese 
journey in the foothills of the Bavarian Alps (the story journey in the foothills of the Bavarian Alps (the story 
goes that Chiriboga fell in love with a German woman goes that Chiriboga fell in love with a German woman 
and stayed on to make cheese - seriously, how much and stayed on to make cheese - seriously, how much 
more romantic can you get?) where he developed this more romantic can you get?) where he developed this 
extraordinary recipe that even convinced blue mold extraordinary recipe that even convinced blue mold 
skeptics. skeptics. 

Arturo Chiriboga cranks out cheese 3-4 days a week, solo, Arturo Chiriboga cranks out cheese 3-4 days a week, solo, 
and sells them in his attached storefront in Bavaria. The and sells them in his attached storefront in Bavaria. The 
curds are hand ladled and after a week of ageing he curds are hand ladled and after a week of ageing he 
needles the wheels to allow air in. The exterior shows wide, needles the wheels to allow air in. The exterior shows wide, 
firm tubes though inside the “blue” flavor is fairly mild with firm tubes though inside the “blue” flavor is fairly mild with 
a rich fattiness (60%) that makes a dramatic explosion in a rich fattiness (60%) that makes a dramatic explosion in 
the mouth. the mouth. 

Aged for 2–4 months, Chiriboga blue is rich and decadent Aged for 2–4 months, Chiriboga blue is rich and decadent 
in texture. Because of the unique production method, in texture. Because of the unique production method, 
the blue veins in the two-month-ripened cheese remain the blue veins in the two-month-ripened cheese remain 
discreetly in the background, the scent is subtle, the taste discreetly in the background, the scent is subtle, the taste 
is sweet and wonderfully rich with an exciting, very light is sweet and wonderfully rich with an exciting, very light 
piquant note. piquant note. 

Scan to shop award-winning 
cheeses at our online store.

jonesthegrocer.com



B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S

AESCHLENBERG DAIRY

The dairy of Aeschlenberg is an award-winning farm The dairy of Aeschlenberg is an award-winning farm 
located in the heart of the Gruyère AOP area in Switzerland. located in the heart of the Gruyère AOP area in Switzerland. 
Aeschlenberg Dairy uses a traditional, slow method of Aeschlenberg Dairy uses a traditional, slow method of 
producing Gruyère using techniques dating back to 1115.producing Gruyère using techniques dating back to 1115.

The milk for Gruyère AOP comes from cows that are solely The milk for Gruyère AOP comes from cows that are solely 
fed on natural forage, free from additives. Milk is collected fed on natural forage, free from additives. Milk is collected 
twice a day and stored in copper vats.twice a day and stored in copper vats.

Starter cultures are added to mature the milk, as well as Starter cultures are added to mature the milk, as well as 
rennet, to curdle the milk. After a short while, the vat of milk rennet, to curdle the milk. After a short while, the vat of milk 
turns into a dense mass that has maintained all its aromas turns into a dense mass that has maintained all its aromas 
due to the milk not being heated during the process.due to the milk not being heated during the process.

Scan to buy Le Gruyère AOP now!

Cheese harps (big knives) are used to cut the mass into Cheese harps (big knives) are used to cut the mass into 
granules which are then gradually heated to 57°C for 40-granules which are then gradually heated to 57°C for 40-
45 minutes. Once the granules are heated, they undergo 45 minutes. Once the granules are heated, they undergo 
a texture check and are carefully kneaded into a wheel.a texture check and are carefully kneaded into a wheel.

At four months, the wheels are checked and inspected At four months, the wheels are checked and inspected 
by experts of the Interprofession du Gruyère Association. by experts of the Interprofession du Gruyère Association. 
They can display the name Le Gruyère AOP only after They can display the name Le Gruyère AOP only after 
this inspection. At five months, the Gruyère wheels are this inspection. At five months, the Gruyère wheels are 
finally ready to be sold.finally ready to be sold.

The wheels are then removed from their molds and The wheels are then removed from their molds and 
put in a salty brine for 24 hours, which begins the put in a salty brine for 24 hours, which begins the 
maturation process. They are stored for three months maturation process. They are stored for three months 
in a cellar and receive daily care to help the formation in a cellar and receive daily care to help the formation 
of a protective rind.of a protective rind.

After three months, the maturing process continues After three months, the maturing process continues 
in a maturing cellar with temperatures of 15°C and in a maturing cellar with temperatures of 15°C and 
90% humidity. During this time, the wheels are turned 90% humidity. During this time, the wheels are turned 
over and brushed with salt water. This affiance lasts over and brushed with salt water. This affiance lasts 
between 5 and 18 months.between 5 and 18 months.
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E A S Y  R E C I P E S

Celebrate 
pancake day 
with Crespelle

METHODMETHOD
1. 1. Preheat oven to 200°C (Fan oven 180°C).Preheat oven to 200°C (Fan oven 180°C).
2. 2. Combine the flour, eggs, milk, salt, and grated Combine the flour, eggs, milk, salt, and grated 

Parmigano Reggiano cheese to make the pancake Parmigano Reggiano cheese to make the pancake 
batter. Whisk together and gradually add the milk batter. Whisk together and gradually add the milk 
until smooth and silky.until smooth and silky.

3. 3. Over a medium heat, place a small amount of olive Over a medium heat, place a small amount of olive 
oil in the pan and add a thin layer of the pancake oil in the pan and add a thin layer of the pancake 
batter. Swirl around to cover the base of the frying batter. Swirl around to cover the base of the frying 
pan. Once the underneath of the pancake is pan. Once the underneath of the pancake is 
lightly coloured and it comes away easily from the lightly coloured and it comes away easily from the 
sides, turn over and cook the other side. Slide the sides, turn over and cook the other side. Slide the 
pancake onto a plate and repeat until you have 8 pancake onto a plate and repeat until you have 8 
good pancakes.good pancakes.

4. 4. To make the filling, mix the remaining grated To make the filling, mix the remaining grated 
Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, 120g of grated Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, 120g of grated 
Montgomery cheddar, spinach, parsley (save a Montgomery cheddar, spinach, parsley (save a 
sprinkling for the top), nutmeg, chopped veal sprinkling for the top), nutmeg, chopped veal 
pancetta. Season with salt and pepper to taste. pancetta. Season with salt and pepper to taste. 

5. 5. Taking one pancake at a time, place a spoonful of Taking one pancake at a time, place a spoonful of 
your filling mixture to one side of the pancake and your filling mixture to one side of the pancake and 
roll it into a sausage-like shape. Repeat this for all roll it into a sausage-like shape. Repeat this for all 
eight pancakes and place in an oven-proof baking eight pancakes and place in an oven-proof baking 
dish.dish.

6. 6.  To make the sauce, take 30ml of olive oil and  To make the sauce, take 30ml of olive oil and 
place over medium heat with the tomatoes, two place over medium heat with the tomatoes, two 
crushed garlic cloves, and oregano - until the crushed garlic cloves, and oregano - until the 
tomatoes are blistered.tomatoes are blistered.

7. 7. Add two tbsp of tomato puree, caster sugar, 50ml Add two tbsp of tomato puree, caster sugar, 50ml 
of water and a pinch of salt and pepper and leave of water and a pinch of salt and pepper and leave 
over medium heat for 5 minutes.over medium heat for 5 minutes.

8. 8. Once the sauce has begun to boil, turn off the Once the sauce has begun to boil, turn off the 
heat. Either using a blender or hand-blender, gently heat. Either using a blender or hand-blender, gently 
pulp the sauce until thick and slightly chunky. Taste pulp the sauce until thick and slightly chunky. Taste 
and season with salt and pepper.and season with salt and pepper.

9. 9. Pour your sauce over the pancakes and use the Pour your sauce over the pancakes and use the 
remaining Montgomery cheddar and parsley to remaining Montgomery cheddar and parsley to 
sprinkle over the top.sprinkle over the top.

10. 10.  Place in the oven and bake for 20 minutes. Place in the oven and bake for 20 minutes.
11. 11.  Serve and enjoy! Serve and enjoy!

Crespelle are the Italian equivalent of French Crêpes or pancakes Crespelle are the Italian equivalent of French Crêpes or pancakes 
and can be enjoyed as a sweet or savoury dish. Crespelle is and can be enjoyed as a sweet or savoury dish. Crespelle is 
sometimes used as a substitute for pasta in dishes such as Lasagna sometimes used as a substitute for pasta in dishes such as Lasagna 
and Cannelloni. To celebrate Pancake Day this year, we’ve and Cannelloni. To celebrate Pancake Day this year, we’ve 
created a recipe using our best-selling Montgomery Cheddar and created a recipe using our best-selling Montgomery Cheddar and 
Parmigiano Reggiano - combined with spinach and baked in a fresh Parmigiano Reggiano - combined with spinach and baked in a fresh 
tomato sauce for a deliciously savoury Pancake Day feast or for any tomato sauce for a deliciously savoury Pancake Day feast or for any 
day.day.

SERVES 4SERVES 4

INGREDIENTS FOR PANCAKESINGREDIENTS FOR PANCAKES
150g *Caputo 00 all-purpose flour150g *Caputo 00 all-purpose flour
Pinch of *Mount Zero Olives salt Pinch of *Mount Zero Olives salt 
3 organic eggs3 organic eggs
30g *Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, 30g *Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, 
freshly grated freshly grated 
35ml milk35ml milk
50ml *Jones extra virgin olive oil 50ml *Jones extra virgin olive oil 

INGREDIENTS FOR FILLINGINGREDIENTS FOR FILLING
150g *Montgomery cheddar, freshly 150g *Montgomery cheddar, freshly 
gratedgrated
150g *Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, 150g *Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, 
freshly gratedfreshly grated
5 strips *veal pancetta, chopped5 strips *veal pancetta, chopped
4tbsp parsley, chopped4tbsp parsley, chopped
100g spinach100g spinach
1tsp nutmeg1tsp nutmeg

  PANCAKEPANCAKE
DAYDAY

FEBRUARYFEBRUARY2121

INGREDIENTS FOR SAUCEINGREDIENTS FOR SAUCE
30ml *Jones extra virgin olive oil30ml *Jones extra virgin olive oil
2 garlic cloves2 garlic cloves
400g cherry tomatoes400g cherry tomatoes
1tsp caster sugar1tsp caster sugar
2tsp tomato puree2tsp tomato puree
1tsp oregano1tsp oregano
50ml water50ml water

Scan to view and buy ingredients. Visit 
jonesthegrocer.com to discover more. * 

jonesthegrocer.com



Baked Camembert 
sourdough

E A S Y  R E C I P E S

SERVES 6-8SERVES 6-8

INGREDIENTSINGREDIENTS
1 *Jones sourdough loaf1 *Jones sourdough loaf

*Jones extra virgin olive oil, to brush *Jones extra virgin olive oil, to brush 

250g *Camembert Le Fin Normand AOC250g *Camembert Le Fin Normand AOC

10g garlic cloves10g garlic cloves

1/2 bunch thyme1/2 bunch thyme

10g Burren Balsamics wild garlic white 10g Burren Balsamics wild garlic white 
balsamic vinegarbalsamic vinegar

METHODMETHOD
1. 1. Preheat oven to 200°C (Fan oven Preheat oven to 200°C (Fan oven 

180°C). Grease a large oven tray and 180°C). Grease a large oven tray and 
line with baking paper.line with baking paper.

2. 2. Cut a circle out of the top of the Cut a circle out of the top of the 
bread to fit the Camembert snuggly bread to fit the Camembert snuggly 
(use the bottom lid of the container (use the bottom lid of the container 
as a guide) and scoop out bread. as a guide) and scoop out bread. 
Brush olive oil into slots and cuts in the Brush olive oil into slots and cuts in the 
surface of the loaf and also on the surface of the loaf and also on the 
scooped out bread chunks. Remove scooped out bread chunks. Remove 
the Camembert from its packaging the Camembert from its packaging 
and slot it into the carved out hole in and slot it into the carved out hole in 
the center of the loaf. the center of the loaf. 

3. 3. Heat a small saucepan half full of Heat a small saucepan half full of 
water over high heat and bring to a water over high heat and bring to a 
boil. Add the garlic and blanch for 1 boil. Add the garlic and blanch for 1 
minute, then drain. Thickly slice garlic minute, then drain. Thickly slice garlic 
and pierce into the cheese in several and pierce into the cheese in several 
places and push the thyme leaves places and push the thyme leaves 
in between each cut in the bread. in between each cut in the bread. 
Drizzle the balsamic vinegar over the Drizzle the balsamic vinegar over the 
Camembert.Camembert.

4. 4. Bake the loaf and the loose chunks Bake the loaf and the loose chunks 
of bread for about 20 minutes, or of bread for about 20 minutes, or 
until golden brown and the cheese is until golden brown and the cheese is 
melted and oozing. melted and oozing. 

5. 5. Serve immediately, tearing the sliced Serve immediately, tearing the sliced 
bread to dip and scoop out the bread to dip and scoop out the 
molten Camembert.molten Camembert.

6. 6. Enjoy!Enjoy!

This lush, super-easy dish is perfect for sharing and has plenty of wow factor. This lush, super-easy dish is perfect for sharing and has plenty of wow factor. 
It takes hardly any time to prepare. It’s gooey, golden and an absolutely It takes hardly any time to prepare. It’s gooey, golden and an absolutely 
perfect way to get a gathering going.perfect way to get a gathering going.

Scan to view and buy ingredients. Visit 
jonesthegrocer.com to discover more. * 
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COOK WITH DRAGON’S DEN FINALIST,

C AT C H  A  C O O K I N G  C L A S S  W I T H  W I L L 
C H E W AT  J O N E S  T H E  G R O C E R ,  W H E R E 
YO U ’ L L  L E A R N  H O W T O  I N C O R P O R AT E 
H I S  S I G N AT U R E  S A U C E S  I N T O  S O M E 
L I P - S M A C K I N G  D I S H E S !

Will Chew, founder of Mak Tok!

Will Chew’s journey began when he was a student in Will Chew’s journey began when he was a student in 
2014 and was craving for home cooked Malaysian food. 2014 and was craving for home cooked Malaysian food. 
He started experimenting with his mother’s recipes, He started experimenting with his mother’s recipes, 
searching for ingredients to make sauces which were the searching for ingredients to make sauces which were the 
mainstay of her recipes. But there was something missing, mainstay of her recipes. But there was something missing, 
an essential ingredient which proved elusive until he met an essential ingredient which proved elusive until he met 
a lovely old lady called Mak Tok whose grandson Will a lovely old lady called Mak Tok whose grandson Will 
taught music to. She sent him an anchovy from Malaysia taught music to. She sent him an anchovy from Malaysia 
which unlocked the missing ingredient producing a which unlocked the missing ingredient producing a 
sublime sauce. Buoyed by this discovery, Will entered sublime sauce. Buoyed by this discovery, Will entered 
Dragon’s Den where he secured funding to develop his Dragon’s Den where he secured funding to develop his 
new business, Mak Tok!new business, Mak Tok!

WHERE Jones the Grocer, Al Manara
WHEN 26th February 2023
TIME 4pm - 6pm

SCAN TO PURCHASE YOUR TICKET

SCAN TO CHECK OUT OUR 
SEASONAL MASTERCLASSES 
& WORKSHOPS

Our cooking classes will turn you and your little ones into expert chefs!

  Cook the perfect barramundi filletCook the perfect barramundi fillet
  with grilled baby onions, zucchiniwith grilled baby onions, zucchini
and cherry tomatoesand cherry tomatoes

  Grill and plate beef striploinGrill and plate beef striploin with with
grilled corn slaw and charred limegrilled corn slaw and charred lime

Class duration Class duration roughly 2 hoursroughly 2 hours

ADULT MASTERCLASSES
AED 259

  MASTERCLASSES:MASTERCLASSES: Participants work with their own ingredients on a dedicated Participants work with their own ingredients on a dedicated

  cooking station. Refreshments, a charcuterie board, a Jones apron, participationcooking station. Refreshments, a charcuterie board, a Jones apron, participation

certificate, and recipe cards are includedcertificate, and recipe cards are included

  KID’S WORKSHOPS:KID’S WORKSHOPS: Kid’s get a chef’s hat, kid’s apron and a participation certificate Kid’s get a chef’s hat, kid’s apron and a participation certificate

For corporate team building and private events email info@jonesthegrocer.comFor corporate team building and private events email info@jonesthegrocer.com

ABOUT THE MASTERCLASSES & WORKSHOPSABOUT THE MASTERCLASSES & WORKSHOPS  

COOKING MASTERCLASSES AND KIDS’ COOKING MASTERCLASSES AND KIDS’ WORKSHOPSWORKSHOPS

M A S T E R C L A S S E S

KIDS’ WORKSHOPS
AED 149
Your little ones will learn to make: Your little ones will learn to make: 
French Toast French Toast with toppingswith toppings
Spaghetti Spaghetti with meatballswith meatballs

jonesthegrocer.com



MADE FROM SCRATCH, INCREDIBLY GOOD FOOD 
FOR PEOPLE ON THE GO

What exactly is Jones 
the Grocer Express?

Clockwise: smoked salmon & poached  smoked salmon & poached 
egg, burrata & poached eggs, whipped egg, burrata & poached eggs, whipped 
tahini yoghurt & poached eggs, scrambled tahini yoghurt & poached eggs, scrambled 
eggs & truffle labneheggs & truffle labneh

tomato & basiltomato & basil
pennepenne

ClockwiseClockwise: pearl couscous & brocollini, : pearl couscous & brocollini, 
grilled steak, red quinoa & burrata, jones grilled steak, red quinoa & burrata, jones 
chicken caesarchicken caesar

ClockwiseClockwise: : 
sunrise sunrise 
paradise, paradise, 
berry blast, berry blast, 
ginger junkie,ginger junkie,
clean greenclean green

WHERE ARE JONES THE 
GROCER EXPRESS STORES 
LOCATED?

There are 10 locations across Dubai 
(including Dubai Airport), Abu Dhabi, 
Doha, Qatar and Bangalore, India. 
Check out all our locations below.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN A JONES THE 
GROCER AND AN EXPRESS?

You’ll recognize a Jones Express 
instantly from their sumptuous food 
counters, a White or Black Eagle 
coffee machine and their signature 
blue tiles. They’re small in size but still 
beautifully designed. They serve the 
food you already love, but fast. Our 
DIFC, Dubai location takes gourmet 
fast food one step further by serving 
hot plated food, like our chilli and 
prawn linguine from a compact 
quick-serve kitchen. An Express menu 
rotates often. You order, pay first and 
then take it away or grab a seat. 
There is also a specially selected 
range of impulse food retail.

WHAT KIND OF FOOD AND 
DRINK DOES JONES THE 
GROCER EXPRESS SERVE?

Gourmet sandwiches and wraps, 
filled croissants and muffins, scooped 
fresh counter salads, pastries. 
Savoury pies and at some locations, 
such as at DIFC, Dubai, an a la 
carte hot food menu which even 
includes our famous burger. We pour 
our brilliant coffee, teas, smoothies, 
juices and there are crisps, 
chocolates, protein balls, organic 
sodas and more.

Dubai
DIFC | DAFZA | Radisson Blu, Media City  
Gold & Diamond Park| DXB T2 and T3, 
concourse A
Abu Dhabi
Etihad Airways HQ | IRENA HQ
(coming soon)
Doha, Qatar
Hammad International Airport
Bangalore, India
Kempegowda International Airport

Where to find us

J O N E S  E X P R E S S

What they’re saying
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W E L L N E S S

HOW TO SPA
FOUNDER & 
CREATIVE 
DIRECTOR OF 
SENSASIA SPAS. with Salina Handa

Tell us about your journey into the 
wellness and spa industry?
I started in the industry, without a spa or beauty I started in the industry, without a spa or beauty 
background which I think has been the key to my success. background which I think has been the key to my success. 
I graduated from Boston University with a business and I graduated from Boston University with a business and 
marketing degree and moved to Dubai in 1999. I started marketing degree and moved to Dubai in 1999. I started 
working in the financial sector but because I came from a working in the financial sector but because I came from a 
very entrepreneurial family, I had an urge to do something very entrepreneurial family, I had an urge to do something 
of my own. As a total spa junkie, I visited spas across the of my own. As a total spa junkie, I visited spas across the 
world in my 20s. I had my ‘lightbulb moment’ on a golf world in my 20s. I had my ‘lightbulb moment’ on a golf 
holiday, in a colonial era house and hotel in Vietnam. It holiday, in a colonial era house and hotel in Vietnam. It 
had a lovely spa with 2 or 3 clients per room and though had a lovely spa with 2 or 3 clients per room and though 
my therapist didn’t speak a word of English I had the most my therapist didn’t speak a word of English I had the most 
blissful, full of heart, Shiatsu massage and spa experience blissful, full of heart, Shiatsu massage and spa experience 
ever. That’s when SENSASIA was born. Being a hard-to-ever. That’s when SENSASIA was born. Being a hard-to-
please spa client I felt I knew how to create an ultimate please spa client I felt I knew how to create an ultimate 
and immersive spa journey which I was certain didn’t exist and immersive spa journey which I was certain didn’t exist 
in the UAE.in the UAE.

Why did you move to the UAE?
I moved to the UAE because my sister was here and she I moved to the UAE because my sister was here and she 
had suggested I come ‘hang out’ as I was fresh out of had suggested I come ‘hang out’ as I was fresh out of 
university and had no commitments. I very quickly got a university and had no commitments. I very quickly got a 
really good job, met my husband and couldn’t imagine really good job, met my husband and couldn’t imagine 
leaving this glorious sandpit! Dubai felt on the cusp of leaving this glorious sandpit! Dubai felt on the cusp of 
something big, it was fertile with opportunity.something big, it was fertile with opportunity.

What are your tips for running a 
successful spa and consultancy 
business?
Surround yourself with successful mentors and absorb Surround yourself with successful mentors and absorb 
and learn from their hurdles as well as their highs. Being and learn from their hurdles as well as their highs. Being 
an entrepreneur and leading a team is a really cool job an entrepreneur and leading a team is a really cool job 
when you love the product yourself – its naturally easier when you love the product yourself – its naturally easier 
to make people believe in you and embrace your ideas. to make people believe in you and embrace your ideas. 
Being grateful is very important too, and I make it a point Being grateful is very important too, and I make it a point 
to be mindful of how lucky I am.to be mindful of how lucky I am.

What’s SENSASIA’s secret sauce?
I think SENSASIA offers an uncommon and very high level I think SENSASIA offers an uncommon and very high level 
of care. We want guests to return which means we pay of care. We want guests to return which means we pay 
attention to detail and go the extra mile to customise an attention to detail and go the extra mile to customise an 
experience. Part of our ethos is to develop treatments that experience. Part of our ethos is to develop treatments that 
will take a woman through her life’s milestones -  pregnant, will take a woman through her life’s milestones -  pregnant, 
detoxing, trying to lose weight, stressed, tired, feeling low – detoxing, trying to lose weight, stressed, tired, feeling low – 
we’ve developed treatments with these aspects in mind. we’ve developed treatments with these aspects in mind. 
We are also our own avid consumer, which means we peer We are also our own avid consumer, which means we peer 
into our business with a lens everyday.into our business with a lens everyday.

The spa business is a tough, exacting business which must deliver a consistent and The spa business is a tough, exacting business which must deliver a consistent and 
memorable experience everyday. We caught up with Salina who told us about her memorable experience everyday. We caught up with Salina who told us about her 
journey to becoming a wellness entrepreneur, why she chose to live in Dubai and her journey to becoming a wellness entrepreneur, why she chose to live in Dubai and her 
secret sauce to success.secret sauce to success.

jonesthegrocer.com



W E L L N E S S

What is your personal wellness and 
mindfulness mantra?
I was never a wellness advocate per se, and still don’t I was never a wellness advocate per se, and still don’t 
think I am one, at least not in the way its sometimes taken think I am one, at least not in the way its sometimes taken 
to mean these days! My mantra is one of living a healthy to mean these days! My mantra is one of living a healthy 
and conscious life in complete moderation which is likelier and conscious life in complete moderation which is likelier 
to be attainable and enjoyable. Balance is what brings to be attainable and enjoyable. Balance is what brings 
me ultimate joy. me ultimate joy. 

What’s next?
I have a strong team at SENSASIA and I can step away I have a strong team at SENSASIA and I can step away 
and concentrate on a few exciting new projects which and concentrate on a few exciting new projects which 
are set to kick off soon – watch this space! Dubai’s are set to kick off soon – watch this space! Dubai’s 
working environment can be frenzied and one thing I working environment can be frenzied and one thing I 
can say for sure is that I will maintain a healthy balance can say for sure is that I will maintain a healthy balance 
between work and leisure. between work and leisure. 

Difficult moments (vulnerabilities are 
always good)
Being the founder of the company, plus running our Being the founder of the company, plus running our 
marketing function is extremely challenging. I find it marketing function is extremely challenging. I find it 
hard to swap between roles quickly. There’s always an hard to swap between roles quickly. There’s always an 
overhang which sometimes prevents me switching gears overhang which sometimes prevents me switching gears 
smoothly into my more multi-faceted role as the overall smoothly into my more multi-faceted role as the overall 
business leader.business leader.

What’s your favourite dish at Jones 
The Grocer?
I looooove the sea bass and yuzu ponzu soba noodles – I looooove the sea bass and yuzu ponzu soba noodles – 
light, healthy with barely any guilt. Recently I have been light, healthy with barely any guilt. Recently I have been 
indulging in the gluten free coconut pancakes (yum) indulging in the gluten free coconut pancakes (yum) 
while swiping rather large bites from my daughter’s French while swiping rather large bites from my daughter’s French 
Toast. Toast. 

Get a Get a 20% discount20% discount
on select on select MASSAGESMASSAGES for for

 FIRST TIME guests at FIRST TIME guests at
SENSASIA Urban Spas.SENSASIA Urban Spas.

QuoteQuote JONES20  JONES20 when booking.  when booking.  

Salina’s favourite Jones dish: Seabass and yuzu ponzu soba 
noodle salad

sensasiaspas.comsensasiaspas.com
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AT ALL STORES

NOW COOKING

THE DREAM BREAKFAST
kashmiri chilli dream fritter


